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*Fluency: Introduce a 

concept and children 

practise. We encourage the 

use of practical equipment. 

*Reasoning: Being able to 

explain their understanding.

*Problem solving: 

Application in different 

contexts. 
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* Read, write and order numbers to 100 

and understand the place value of each 

digit. 

* Solve addition and subtraction problems 

using both mental and written methods 

and understand the inverse relationship. 

* Solve multiplication and division 

problems. 

* Find fractions of shapes, objects and 

numbers and begin to recognise 

equivalent fractions. 

* Be able to use standard units to measure 

and compare and order length and mass. 

* Use the symbols for pounds and pence 

and calculate change. 

* Be able to read the time to the nearest 

15 minute intervals. 

* Compare and sort the properties of 2d 

and 3d shapes.

* Begin to understand the concept of 

quarter, half and three quarter turns.

* Construct simple pictograms, tally charts 

and block graphs to collate information. 
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*Counting in steps of 2,5, 10 

and quarters. 

*Using mental recall facts of 

numbers to 20 and 100. 

*Halving and doubling 

numbers to 20 and 

developing strategies to 

double and halve numbers 

to 100. 

*One more/ one less and 10 

more/ 10 less with numbers 

to 100. 

*Adding and subtracting up 

to 4 numbers. 

e.g. 13 + 18 + 11 = 

65 – 10 – 10 = 

The children will now, this year, 

complete a mental arithmetic 

paper. To support your child at 

home you could ask them 

questions to increase their speed 

and confidence when asked 

mathematical questions.  
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* Suffixes – ed, ing, ly, er, est, ful, less

* Rules that go with each of these e.g. double 

the consonant, change the y to an i…

* Using contracted words, e.g do not – don’t

* Using an apostrophe to show possession, e.g. 

Tom’s coat. 

* Spelling the homophones correctly. 

there, their, they’re

* Sentence structure - nouns, adjectives, 

verbs, adverbs

* Should see these rules used correctly in their 

written work.

* Phonics screening. 

The majority of the class will 

recap phase 5 and then move onto 

phase 6 which is focused on 

spellings.
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* Every Year 1 child in the country will be 

taking their statutory phonics screening 

check in the same week.

* The check is very similar to tasks the 

children already complete during phonics 

lessons. It will take place in June.

* The focus of the check is to provide 

evidence of children’s decoding and 

blending skills, not to test their vocabulary 

or comprehension. 

• Read regularly little and often. Books 

the children take home are closely 

matched to their phonics learning in 

class. 

• Practice the sounds of the week. These 

will be sent by marvellous me and we 

will send home flash cards for you to 

practice each week. 

• Practice spelling words and discuss 

where the sound comes in the word. 

Nearer to the test, we will send home 

real and monster words to practice. 

Remember this can be fun!
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*Punctuation – ABC  .  ?  !,

*Conjunctions – and, but, so , 
because, or, when, if, that

*Vocabulary – golden, as light as 
a feather, enormous…

*Expanded noun phrase, e.g. 
the golden, beautiful sun

*The four sentence types. 
command, exclamation, 
statement, question

*Contracted words, e.g. I’m

*Application of spelling rules 

adding correct suffixes

e.g. skip- skipped

* Purpose of writing

Writing is beginning to extend to a page 

and they can tackle a few genres such 

as instructions, news reports, stories 

and letters.
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They can read  fluently, taking into 

account punctuation and beginning to 

use expression.

 Some children will read in guided 

group at least once per week. 

 Class teachers and teaching 

assistants will listen to the children 

read their individual coloured book 

once or twice per half term to give 

personalised comments in the diaries. 

 Please continue to read regularly with 

your child. Most of Year two children 

are responsible for changing their 

reading book. 

 As your child becomes a confident 

word-reader it is vitally important that 

their ability to understand what they 

have read is also developed. Talking 

about what you or your child has read 

and exploring questions should be 

seen as just as important every time 

you read together.



The Skills 



The Skills (cont.)
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*They will practise the 
reading, mathematics, SPAG 
papers in the spring term. 

*They will complete the 
reading and numeracy 
papers at the end of 
Summer 1

*They have to take them, but 
teachers will make the final 
decision on their level based 
on evidence seen in their 
books and in lessons

*Writing assessment comes 
from all their written work 
and the judgement is made 
by the teachers.

Or as we like to call them –

fun booklets!





- Transition to Year 3

- End of Year Show

- SATs info to come 



Home Learning
Linked to each new topic, you will have the opportunity to 
complete a home learning task with your child. The children 
love sharing their home learning with us and are always 
very proud of their achievements!

The tasks are optional and you can spend as much or as 
little time on them as you wish!

If you need any extra guidance or support with any home 
learning, please speak to your child’s class teacher.

Mental arithmetic

Spelling practice



PE and Library Days
PE days

Woodpeckers: Mondays and Thursdays
Badgers: Thursdays and Fridays

Foxes: Tuesdays and Fridays

Library days

Woodpeckers: Fridays
Badgers: Thursdays 

Foxes: Tuesday



General reminders

- Read everyday at home
- Practise number and letter formation 
- Support your child to get ready by 
themselves. Hair needs to be tied up 
and earrings need to be taken out.

- If you have a query in the morning, 
please  go to the office or email. Do not 
approach classroom door in the morning

- Home learning – half termly


